STUNNING
WONDERFUL!
YOU WON’T STOP LOOKING
AT IT, IT WON’T STOP TALKING
TO YOU!

DESCRIPTION
UNICA PRO is the new RS485 BUS LCD keypad compatible with all Combivox control panels.
Thanks to a completely renewed ultraslim design and top-quality finishes, UNICA PRO perfectly integrates in any kind residential or commercial environment.
Available in white, black and white and black, UNICA PRO stays true to its tradition and is endowed with microphone and speaker for the exclusive Combivox speech
menu.
Today easier to install thanks to the bracket with plug-in circuit for the connection to the BUS, UNICA PRO has 1 on board alarm zone and integrated proximity reader
for arming/disarming functions and macro activation.

SIZES
Black and White
version

FAST AND EASY INSTALLATION
Double Black
version

120 mm

2-LINES
LCD DISPLAY
155 mm

SIGNALLING
LEDS

30 mm

PROXIMITY
READER
SPEAKER

CODES FOR ORDERS:
cod. 15.984 Unica PRO White
cod. 15.985 Unica PRO Black and White
cod. 15.986 Unica PRO Double Black

INSTALLATION THROUGH
BRACKET WITH
PLUG-IN CIRCUIT

BLACK OR WHITE
UNICA PRO is renewed with an ultraslim design and top quality finishes, for a
perfect integration in any residential and commercial environment.
Available in White, Black and White and Double Black.

PROXIMITY READER
UNICA PRO is endowed with an integrated proximity reader that allows to
carry out, if properly programmed, the arming/disarming operations of one or
more areas and the activation of commands or home automation macroes
configured on the control panel.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
Black and White and Double Black versions: when the display is off, it becomes
a typical Italian design object, blending in with elegance with the environment
in which it is installed. An exclusive aesthetic and technological solution in
the category of security keypads.

SPEECH MENU
UNICA PRO, endowed with microphone and speaker, stays true to its traditional and exclusive speech menu, the first one in the intrusion field. UNICA PRO
speech menu guides and supports the user in any operation for a simple,
intuitive and interactive management.

OUR PHILOSOFY
As a leader in the security and home automation field, Combivox

.offers technological and innovative solutions since 1978.
,
High quality,
User friendliness and innovation of the provided products and services,
e company, which constantly looks for new
are the key words of a rapidly expanding
ricerca

products for its customers.
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